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29 degrees
Aries

The Angels of Scents
Also known as
The Angels of

Secabmi

Beloved,

We teach the power of direct access to emotional consciousness
through the sense of smell.

Here is one of our stories:
A WHIFF OF HEAVEN
Once a caring businessman named Jack had a major breakthrough. He was a very sensitive man.
However, his empathetic nature was both a help and a hindrance to him.
He was able to soothe and help some of the people he met with day to day, and this was a great source of jo
The down side was often he was in a hurry and didnt have enough time to relate in a meaningful
Often his meetings had to be quick and to the point. His great sensitivity might then cause him discomf
and he would feel most upset and befuddled by other peoples underlying painful moods and emotion
Even when he did have time though, often he ran into problems. Because people tried so hard to hide behind
he often sensed so many conflicting energies that could not understand what was going on.
No matter how hard he tried, he could not be around people very long without becoming perplexed by conf
double messages, doubt, mix-ups, and vagueness coming from their energy fields.
No matter how polite they were to his face, he sensed many underlying unspoken energies

that bothered him so much that he could not relax and enjoy himself.
He did not know what to do.
Turning to the heavenly hosts, he asked for guidance from the Angels of Oromonas , 21 degrees Aries

They intuitively guided him to the Angels of Secabmi, 29 degrees Aries, the Angels of Scents.
The Angels of Secabmi led him intuitively to books on aromatherapy, incense, perfumes, and sacred oi
He learned the importance of different kinds of oils and scents and how to prepare them in sacred wa
with the help of the angels and the beings of the elements;
the salamanders of fire and will,
the sylphs of air and mind,
the undines of water and feeling, and
the gnomes of earth and form.
He learned to charge the oils with prayer and divine visualizations, intentions,
feelings, sounds, and colors of the ancient language in deep meditation.
Listening carefully to inner guidance, Jack accumulated bottles of different smells that fit neatly into his br
Some were flowers, some herbs, some mixtures, and some came from other natural sources.
He had a wonderful time experimenting.
Take for example his meeting with a financial advisor. At his stockbrokers [ a man who was usually glum and

Jack asked for clear inner guidance, and then quietly pulled out ROSES AND LILIES.
This was one of his favorites. Each time he smelled it, he felt like leaving his body in a soaring state of bliss
When his stockbroker turned his back to pick up a file in the cabinet behind him, Jack slipped a few drops on the
Jacks heart opened ever wider, flowing with love and peace. He waited and smiled in anticipation.

Jacks heart opened ever wider, flowing with love and peace. He waited and smiled in anticipation.

After a few minutes Ed, the stockbroker, broke out in a very unusual uncharacteristic smile.
It was so uncharacteristic in fact, that Jack did not EVER remember seeing him smile that way,

and he had been coming to see Ed for seventeen years.
Eds smile reached from one side of his face to the other, it was a smile so broad that a passing secretary stoppe
"Ed," said Jack," Tell me what you are feeling."
Ed suddenly snapped to attention and with a startled look replied,"Well, Jack, I dont know.
All of a sudden I was remembering how it felt to be out on the water in a boat!
It was back when I was seven years old and Daddy and I were out fishing together.
It was on Morleys lake in the beautiful mountains above Indian Rock.

That was the day that Dad first told me he loved me. I will never forget it.

For some reason before that day I had never been quite sure what Daddy felt toward me, but that day he finally t
knew.
It was in his eyes and his heart. I could feel that he meant it. His love for me was real. That day changed my lif

That was the day I finally began to believe in myself. "
He paused, then continued with a far off look, " And later when Mother died of pneumonia, I was OK
I dont think I could have lived through that loss if Daddy had not told me that he loved me.
But, thankfully, he did. I remember it so well."

The dreamy look returned to his eyes and Jack could see that Ed was lost in reverie.
Realizing that now was not the best time to talk portfolio, Jack gathered his stuff to leave.
Just as he got to the door, he heard Eds voice.
"Jack", he said quietly," You know, I havent remembered that day in over forty years."
Jack turned and noticed a solitary tear flowing down Eds cheeks.
The next day Jack went to a mortgage company. This was a particularly edgy situation.
He had to talk the loan officer into approving a refinance for old Mrs. Williamson,

who desperately needed to lower her high interest rate and get her payments down to something reason

She had been seriously late on a few payments recently when a niece had broken her hip and she had gone to hel
the kids.
Walking into the office, Jack took out Myrh and Sandelwood.
He put a few drops on his wrists.
Suddenly he noticed Mr. Login the loan officer staring over his head. Jack cleared his throat.
Mr, Login struggled to bring his attention back. "What can I do for you today?" he asked.
Jack outlined the situation. Mr. Login was trying hard to pay attention.

His eyes kept wandering over to the window where a bird was singing in the tree outside.
Mr. Login thought that the birds song was enchanting, and wonderful feelings of gratitude for nature and the
overcoming him.
It was hard for him to listen to what Jack was saying.
After a few minutes of trying to listen to Jack talk, the loan officer interrupted,
"Jack, I tell you what; we are not ever supposed to approve a low interest loan to anyone who has missed two pay
recent past,
but in this case I can see a way to wave that requirement.
I used to work for a few other mortgage institutions and I know someone who would be sympathetic to this s
He went on to explain what needed to be done, and shortly a deal was struck by phone and the papers
Little did Jack know that Mr. Login had never attempted to approve a loan like that before.
In situations like these Jack learned through experience the power of smells to alter consciousness in himself
Under the careful guidance of the Angels of Secabm , he became an expert at creating beautiful situations
His life became much more harmonious and sacred.
Jack became more experienced with charging the oils with powerful divine virtues,

and as he did, the effects of them on everyone were ever more miraculous, ever more supernatural in their

S-E-C-A-B-M-I

SWe teach empowerment: the perfect mastery over the fire principle, or WILL, to penetrate everything
Et ransfer consciousness from one medium to another.
C We teach how to spiritualize matter, uniting ordinary with cosmic consciousness,
A and umlaut A, aea nd transduce enlightenment into healing forms of the air principle,
releasing all imperfections for transformations into other states that are the highest good .
BWe teach mastery to cure diseases, energize remedies,
and balance any disharmonies

Ma nd attain mastery over all physical forms of the principle of fluidity
Iin order to restore life force by reuniting body with soul.

The melody of the divine virtues of the letters of our name is G-sharp, D, D, G, C, A, D, G.
The colors of the divine virtues of our name are purple-rose, dark violet, vermillion, light blue, loamy brown, light violet,
opal.

The sensatons of the divine virtues of the letters are warmth, askasha [consciousness-penetrating-al
warmth and ease, ease, weight, weight, coolness, and weight.
The elements are fire, akasha, fire and air, air, earth, earth, water, and earth.
Here are some reminders to use in meditation with these virtues.
Remember to ask for and follow inner guidance in your meditations.
Also remember to dissolve the light in the body when you are finished with a virtue
to protect the natural balance of elements in the body. Keep the rhythm of the breath natural:
Imagine that you are a tiny dot in your solar plexus.
See your body as swirling galaxies all around you.

S Inwardly tone the note G sharp, see a fiery warmth that fills all of space with a powe

r that penetrates all from a tiny flaming purple red sun shining in the head region.
Sense a tremendous power of expansion and heat coming from it.
Meditate on the most sublte substance of the divine spirit, i.e. with the original divine fire and will which works as a s

in everything that has been created by Divine Providence.
When you breathe out, see the radiance of this virtue filling the outer universe through the pores of the skin over the
When you breathe in, see the radiance of this virtue coming in through these same pores of the skin and filling a

E The sound of this letter concerns everything related to the transfer of consciousness and intuition
This letter is the sound of universal consciousness, which represents, as a divine idea and virtue, its omnipresence
ever been created.
Meditating on this virtue unites your normal consciousness with the universal consciousness,
with the cosmic consciousness, so that you can attain, in the akasha principal, omnipresence yoursel
This is known in oriental wisdom as Nirvi-Kalpa-Samadhi.
You attain the highest form of intuition in your mental world; you transfer your consciousness
so that there exists no sense of time and space.
Divinity in His highest form is able to speak through you.

The most profound mysteries of materialization and dematerialization become obvious to you as you maste
everything that is material may be transferred back into its refined and most subtle form
and any idea can be intensified in such a way that it becomes physically visible .

In the emotional body, the oscillation of letter "E" represents the control of the feeling consciousness of oneself
Especially easy is it to achieve special clairaudience by meditating on this virtue
. By "special clairaudience" not only the hearing of beings, etc., is meant,
but also the understanding of the language of all animals and the perception of the remotest past,
the present, and even the future, indiscriminately of distance or kingdom, i.e., human kingdom or animal k
The color of this virtue is deep violet, the musical note is D, the element is akasha,
which has the sensation of Divine Being-penetrating-all, and the spine is formed from it.

Inwardly hear the musical note D filling the entire inner and outer universes radiating a beautiful dark violet light that
creation.
It has sensations of penetrating all.
The state of consciousness is the presence of Divine Consciousness and Life in everything,
the state of omnipresence.

When you breathe out, see the radiance of this virtue filling the outer universe through the pores of the skin ov
When you breathe in, see the radiance of this virtue coming in through the pores of the skin and filling again

CInwardly hear the musical note D filling the entire inner and outer universes radiating from a tiny sun that has a bea
light

that shines from the lung area or throat area with sensations of ease.
The state of consciousness is the mystery of self-spiritualization, the mystery of the eucharist
This has to do with impregenating being, will, thought, feelings and form with divine ideas, qualities, and v

When you breathe out, see the radiance of this virtue filling the outer universe through the pores of the skin over

When you breathe in, see the radiance of this virtue coming in through the pores of the skin and filling again

A Imagine a soft light blue color shining from a tiny sun in your lungs. It is filling all time and space
in your infinite inner consciousness and filling all of your body,

and then in your outer consciousness and filling all of the world and the infinite universes of outer space with your i

Meditate on the original purity of all ideas in divine mind.
See how this virtue awakens mystical faculties and artistic talent.
Imagine that this color brings with it a lovely sense of refreshing ease
and imagine you hear a beautiful musical tone of the note of G.
Also imagine that with this color light blue, sensation of ease, and tone of G,

the wisdom and purity of all ideas in the mind of Universal Consciousness is effortlessly available to you and to all be

Umlaut A, aevisualize a loamy brown light shining from a tiny sun in the leg region with sensations of
Meditate on the virtue of life and death and transformation, until you can see that in reality there is no tru
only changes into other states that are the highest good of all.
Meditate on releasing all imperfections so that they can change.
With flowing feelings of release, tone the letter umlaut A, ae, to the musical note of C to enliven these

With the in and outbreath, visualize this virtue passing through the pores of the skin over the anus

BImagine a light violet color shining from a tiny sun in the leg region. Inwardly tone the note of A and feel the sensation

Meditate on polarity and how all things are created for a purpose and are loved and holy in the eyes of G

Feel this radiance passing through the pores of the right eye with each breath
, filling the outer universes with the outbreath and coming back in to fill the body with the inbreath

This sound is the sound of universal life with all of its many polarities.
Mastering this letter through meditation gives perfect control over life and death and the power to chang
The understanding and mastery of polarity gives the most profound wisdom and intuition
regarding the truth of Divine Consciousness in everything that exists.

 his virtue gives a child of God complete comprehension of the truth that nothing has been made in
T
and of the necessity for positive and negative, denser and finer emotions/feelings the plus and the min
Complete control over electro-magnetic energy, which means complete control over will and feeling is
From this comes perfect mastery over the physical world.
This virtue has a light violet color, the musical note of A,

and has the sensation of weight since it is the earth element. The right eye is created from this virtu
M The sound of the letter M is the sound of the divine virtue of FLOWING DIVINE FEELINGS.
This virtue is magnetism that attracts energy into form on the material plane.
Everything in physical manifestation is attracted into form through the magnetic feelings.
Feeling is analogous to the element of water.

I n the material world the oscillation of letter "M" bestows on a child of God the power of controlling the fluid

in the whole world, i.e.,
in the micro-as well as the macrocosm.
Not only is a person able to comprehend, with his/her consciousness, everything fluid in its original prin
but he/she is also made absolute master of it.
This faculty, when acquired by meditating on this oscillation, also makes him/her master of magnetism, em
, and everything that is connected with it.
Thus, for instance, he/she may control the laws of gravitation, and many other things."
The color of this virtue is the most beautiful blue-green imaginable. The
musical note is D. The element is water so it has the sensation of coolness.
See it as a tiny sun in the abdomen area, seeing the abdomen as a hollow space.
The abdomen is formed from this virtue.

I The sound of this letter is the virtue of cause and effect, which is the karma law.
On the mental level, this is analogous to memory, remembrance and conscience.
In the feeling body, this corresponds to the astral matrix with all of its functions.
As you know, the astral matrix is the connecting link between emotions and the physical body

It is a known fact that the astral matrix, and with it the whole body, is kept alive by breathing.
With the knowledge of cause and effect,
you are in the position to get under your perfect control the breath with all of its aspects and ways of appl
All mystical abilities are subject to the mastery of breath. 
The knowledge of cause and effect enables a person TO WILL, IMAGINE, AND FEEL THE DESIRED OUTCO

Because all life is connected as a unified field of energy, whatever is willed-visualized, thought, felt, and s
is pulled out of infinite possibility into the web of life,

both inside the microcosm which is the human body and the macrocosm, which is the outer universe
"As above, so below."
The color of this virtue is light opal, the musical note is G, the element is earth
so it has the sensation of weight, and the left kidney is created by this oscillation.
See it as a tiny sun shining in the leg region.
MIRACLES

Footnotes

Footnotes

The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or root,
of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.

Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the earth
and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name. This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of Franz
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from

THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.

The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.

Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz Bard

If you have these, read Frabato the Magician first, with appendixes, and then read appendixes from the other three

Books on emotional healing by Dennis Linn, Sheila Linn and Matt Linn are recommended.
Also recommended: THE NEW PRIMAL SCREAM, by Dr. Arthur Janov, and any books by William R. Emerson Ph.D.
Feel free to share these messages.

Home site:
www.spiritussanctus.com

free angel music, emotional healing videos, and painting lesson are found here.

Look for the PDF of the 8 page Trauma Clearing Form that goes with the two free hour and a half DVD's on on emotio
website,

www.spiritussanctus.com. Feel free to share this information.
Please print this form out to use when facilitating a trauma clearing, or to make available anyone who watches t
and who wishes to facilitate a trauma clearing.
This information on healing a trauma permanently in one session,
with no recurring flashbacks or nightmares, has been carefully researched over many years in clinical
by licensed psychologists when treating veterans with PTSD.
It was formulated as an amalgam from many successful theraputic models at the PTSD clinic
at the VA Medical Center in Tuskeegee Alabama in the '90's by Dr. Paul Michael Schlosser, PhD.

The two free one hour and approx. 20 minute DVDs, done in 3D, that explain how to use the trauma healing form are important.
You may download or view these, including the emotional trauma healing form, at www.spiritussanctus.com . [There are also other
handouts here you can download and print to help you understand emotional trauma healing.] The trauma healing form is to be used

current or past emotional trauma permanently in one session. It contains 23 steps that a traumatized person is led through by a faci
one to three hours to permanently heal a traumatic incident with no recurring flashbacks or nightmares. The trauma clearing form
explain each step of this form. Please feel free to download, copy and share this information. Thank you so much. One one is helped

How to download free angel music for healing on website www.spiritussanctus.com

On the homepage of website, www.spiritussanctus.com, click on the button at the top menu called SHARE
A window will drop down.
Click on Downloads.
A page will open where there are LOTS of downloads to choose from.
That should do it.
Thanks for sharing this music.

Angel paintings can be viewed

in a 4 minute video in 3D of the paintings at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m3PFqDdWVk8

Please feel free to share these with others.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are healed.

Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY

THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
So be it.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SpiritusAngelMessages/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lovingpurelove/

